
TEEN 
DATING

VIOLENCE

Know the resources.

If you or someone you 

know needs help:

Love is not abuse

‘Indian Loving’ as in waking up with a hickey 
or black eye, that is not love, that’s dating 

violence

Power and control in teen dating violence is 
not normal

Silence is violence, speak up!

The National Domestic Violence Hotline provides support, 
crisis intervention information and referral services in more 

than 200 languages. Call 1-800-799-SAFE (7233)

Stronghearts Native Helpline 1-844-7NATIVE (762-
8483) is a safe domestic violence and dating violence 

helpline for American Indians and Alaska Natives. 7 am to 
10 pm CT.

loveisrespect provides highly trained peer advocates to offer 
support and information

- Chat at www.loveisrespect.org
 - Text loveis to 22522*
 - Call 1-866-331-9474

EAGLES MATE FOR LIFE 
and are an excellent role model for the 
way in which they select a partner.  They 
will fly to high altitudes and lock talons with a suitor. The two will tumble 
to earth in a cartwheel display and  let go before reaching the ground.  
The courtship ritual is meant to determine the fitness of a mate while 
maintaining their own survival by not crashing to earth.  (Edmonds, 2016, 
National Geographic.)

Wintu elders of California illustrate, yet another ritual of eagles mating.  A 
female eagle will select a potential mate that she might like to fly with 
for a while.  She picks up a small stick and flies high and will drop it to see 
if the male is able to catch it.  If he does, she will select a bigger stick and 
fly a little higher before she drops it.  Each time that he is able to catch a 
stick she will select a bigger stick and fly even higher before she drops it.  
If he is unable to catch the stick she will fly away and find another suitor 
to test.  The reason for the test is that with the right mate who passes the 
test they will one day have small eaglettes high up. When the eaglettes 
begin to learn to fly, they will sometimes fall instead.  The male eagle must 
be able to catch his young as the female and her young eaglettes depend 
upon him to be strong. And so it is with Native women and children.  We 
depend on our Native men to be strong.  Our children are depending us to 
make right choices and respect the process of courtship as we determine 
the suitability of our suitors before we let them into our lives.  How we 
determine who will be the protectors and providers of our women and 
children is important growth.  Men must also ask themselves if they were 
able to ‘catch the sticks’ for their women and children.

The eagle demonstrates the importance of selecting a fit mate who will be 
strong and reliable as they soar with the female eagle and their eaglettes. 
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YOUR SILENCE IS VIOLENCE



Is it dating violence?

What are the signs 

of dating violence?

Examples of verbal 

and emotional abuse:

How to stay safe

If your partner acts controlling, aggressive, coercive or 
violent, that’s abuse. Dating violence can happen in all 
relationships and is controlling and abusive behavior that 
includes emotional, physical, verbal or sexual abuse used by 
one person in an intimate relationship to exert power and 
control over another. 
• A 1992 Minnesota youth study found that 92% of 

American Indian girls who reported having sexual 
intercourse have been forced against their will to have 
sex

• More than 40% of Native children experience two or 
more acts of violence by the age of 18

• 1 in 3 teens in the U.S. will experience physical, sexual or 
emotional abuse by someone they are in a relationship 
with before they become adults.

• More than 25% of Native children that are exposed to 
violence have Post Traumatic Stress Disorder at a higher 
rate than that found in US soldiers returning home from 
Afghanistan

• Teen dating violence rates among high school students 
in Alaska’s Native communities was 13.3 percent, 
compared to the national average of 9.8 percent.

• American Indians are 2.5 times more likely to experience 
sexual assault crimes compared to all other races, and 
one in three Indian women reports having been raped 
during her lifetime

• On some reservations, women are murdered at a rate 10 
times higher than the national average.

• Only 33% of teens who were in a violent relationship 
ever told anyone about the abuse.

Constant calling or texting to find out where you are and 
who you are with
Isolating you from your friends and family
Telling you what you can and cannot wear or how to act
Limiting outside involvement and activities
Telling you what to read
Controlling your passwords of your communication devices
Using money to control you
Being kicked, hit, shoved or had things thrown at you
When you are frightened of your partner’s temper
When your partner insults you or calls you names
When you find yourself apologizing to your partner, even 
when you didn’t do anything wrong
When you are forced to have sex without consent
Fear of telling someone you are involved in a violent 
relationship
When your partner gives you hickeys as a mark of 
ownership, causing financial hardship and emotional stress.
Experiencing extreme jealousy and possessiveness from 
your partner

Threatening to hurt you or someone you care about 

Using humiliating or embarrassing behavior

Making everything your fault

Refusing to communicate

Ignoring or excluding you, withdrawing attention

Unreasonable jealousy behavior

Sexting is a form of abuse and is criminal

It is important to remember that psychological abuse is not 
your fault. Abusers are expert manipulators who want you 
to believe that the way you are being treated is your fault. 
An abuser may try to convince you that you do not deserve 
better treatment but you do.

If you are in a violent relationship, your first priority is to get 
yourself help. Do not keep it to yourself, get help as soon as 
you can. Talk to someone you can trust. Trust your instincts. 
Take threats seriously. Develop a safety plan.  A safety plan 
is a set of actions that can help you lower your risk of being 
hurt by your partner. Planning for safety at school, home or 
other places you go. If you are in immediate danger call 911.

Know your 

relationship rights
You have the right to end a relationship that is not right or 
healthy for you

You have the right to feel safe and respected

You have the right to choose when and if you have sex and 
who you have sex with

You have the right to hang out with your friends and family 
and do things that you enjoy, without your partner getting 
jealous or controlling

You have the right to say no

You have the right to privacy, both online and offline


